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Reuse

Genuinely better

Recycle
PERFORMANCE

OEM cartridge refilled 
using OEM toner

STEP FIVE - repeat steps one to four with your new PCU (remove the dev seal 
before starting), it doesn’t matter what colour your new PCU is as your re-using 
the old dev Tank. Before engaging the new drum cartridge with the old dev, 
check the wires are out the way and not going to get trapped when re-engaging 
the two units. Repeat steps four to one in reverse to rebuild the PCU. Attach a 
new piece of tape to hold the blue/white connector block securely in the PCU.

STEP SIX - remove the coloured PCU sticker from 
the front of the PCU (this will show the colour of the 
new drum which is different to the colour needed). 
Remove the locking pin* and inset it into the correct 
hole (it can be removed altogether).

NOTE - do not re-initialize the dev or PCU. Manually 
reset the PCU counter as appropriate in SP 7 804 xxx.

ABOUT CROWOOD

Crowood remanufactures a wide range of toners and 
PCU units for Printers, Photocopiers and Fax Machines.

We produce three ‘quality’ standards:
Performance  -Contains only OEM Parts
Economy  -OEM carcass with near OEM quality 
    compatible parts (toner, drums etc).
Original  - Genuine OEM branded items
Crowood is a trade only supplier and can ship direct to 
your end user plain label.

SPC410/411/420/430
Colour PCU
Modification

*
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NEW - SPC420/SPC430 
Drum Dev Transplant
Please note the following may invalidate you product 
warranty. No responsibility is accepted for any damage 
to machine, drums or other parts, supplies or processes 
as a result of this information. The below is provided for 
information only and any modification is at your own risk.

Many dealers find that the cyan drum expires long before 
the other colours on the Type 145 PCU units. As the 
colour PCU’s are only available as a rainbow pack, we 
will show below how to modify a spare drum to become 
a different colour drum.

The things to remember are:
 1. Type 145 Developer will last at least twice as long as the drum
 2. You should ‘mark’ the transplanted drum in some way
 3. Always prepare the old drum before the new drum

STEP ONE is to prepare the old drum. While the process to separate the old 
and new drums are the same, its best practice to start with the old drum to 
reduce the risk of light contamination in the new drum. Start by removing the 
black sticky tape on the underneath of the PCU unit, pull out the wiring loom and 
separate the blue and white connectors. 

Use a 
separate, 
pull, 
separate 

STEP TWO is to remove the indicated screws holding the plates at each end of 
the PCU. There is one screw on the front plate and two screws on the rear. Then 
carefully cut the ‘fluffy’ pad that reduces toner spillage when inserting / removing 
the PCU, ensure you cut following the gap between the plate and PCU.

STEP THREE is to remove the white gear 
from the rear end of the PCU, this is essential 
to remove the plate and is best done with a flat 
headed screwdriver or spring puller. Take care 
note to damage the bearing, if you do, replace 
it with the bearing form the other PCU. You can 
now remove the rear end plate. CAUTION - do 
not try to remove the front plate.

STEP FOUR You can now separate the drum from the developer tank, gently 
pull apart at the rear of the units about 2cm and then allow the front of the Dev 
tank to slide back and out from the front plate (it may take a little negotiation).
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